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The Vinegar Bible
Christ Episcopal Church in Shrewsbury, New Jersey, holds

one of the seventeen “Vinegar Bibles” in the United States. This rare
type of bible was made by John Baskett in 1717 while he served as
the printer to King James in England. Though appreciated for its
design, the Vinegar Bible is riddled with typos, which eventually lead
to Baskett’s quick decline as a publisher. The most famous mistake in
the bible is the page containing Luke 20:9; a page that should read as
“Parable of the Vineyard” instead reads as “Parable of the Vinegar,”
giving the bible its name. Beyond the typos in this 40-pound bible,
142 intricately illustrated prints represent numerous moments from
biblical narratives. Throughout history, and still today, art is
something that is ever changing with new methods and styles
emerging. Through my analysis of the images and research on 18th

century England, I have concluded that these pieces were created in
an early Neoclassical style. After providing some more technical
details about the Vinegar Bible, today I will demonstrate what I mean
by this art historical designation.
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Figure 1 - James Thornhill 



Figure 2 – James Thornhill 



Figure 2 – James Thornhill Birth of Venus Sandro Botticelli, mid 1480s



Figure 3 – Louis Laguerre 



Figure 3 – Louis Laguerre The Delivery of the Keys to Saint Peter Pietro Perguino, 
1482



Figure 4 – Louis Laguerre



Figure 4 – Louis Laguerre 
Primavera Sandro Botticelli, late 1480s 



Figure 5 – Louis Cheron 



Figure 5 – Louis Cheron Laguerre tail piece from the First Book of Kings



Figure 6 – Louis Cheron



Figure 6 – Louis Cheron Venus of Urbino Titian, 1538



Conclusion
To conclude, although James Thornhill, Louis Laguerre and Louis Cheron 

were different, their prints in the Vinegar Bible all fall together in a common style 
to create a complete whole and sense of unity across the book. Based on my 
research I was able to determine the artists and artistic style used in these prints, 
but there is still much more work that could be done on this project. For example, 
the iconography in each image is something another scholar could delve into 
further. But to conclude my work, based on my research and analysis, 
neoclassicism was very much present in the images of this 18th century Vinegar 
Bible. The focus on a moment right before or after a major event would take place, 
ideal human form, numerous classical references, and implying depth through the 
use of linear and atmospheric perspective, along with many other aspects, link 
these works to that of their classical predecessors. 



ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

•For more information about the Christ Church activities in the 300th

anniversary year, visit our web site at christchurchshrewsbury.orgThe
materials from today’s presentation can be found behind a blue 
button labeled “Art of te Vinegar Bible”. There is also a blue button 
with specific elements of our “1717” event.

•To see all the high resolution images of the Vinegar Bible, visit 
http://www.jeffsmithphoto.net/Organizations/Christ-Church-
Folder/2017-Vinegar-Bible/n-b4vRWP/

https://linkprotect.cudasvc.com/url?a=http://www.jeffsmithphoto.net/Organizations/Christ-Church-Folder/2017-Vinegar-Bible/n-b4vRWP/&c=E,1,lpAWSLROfpfY6lN82jYK4Mm2_Lk2NEzkOPS73CelfvkD8cuVcNa-PXBIEvxekUqFs_ACEo9W6oca5uDkrEkR1eJrJLMkRNvc5q0r1131Ow,,&typo=1

